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TRACE FOSSILS OF THE BRASSFIELD
FORMATION, LOWER SILURIAN, IN
SOUTH-CENTRAL OHIO AND NORTHCENTRAL KENTUCKY
INTRODUCTION
The thanatocoensic nature of most Body fossils (Osgood,
1970) casts doubt on their consistent, unqualified use
for paleoecological interpretation.

For this reason a

conscientious effort has been made since the early 1930*s
to develop the study of trace fossils, Ichnology, as
a dependable means for paleoecologic interpretation.
Lebensspuren, traces, have several advantages over body
fossils for interpreting the paleoecology of a rock unit:
1)

they occur in place and are therefore biocoenosic,

2)

they occur in sands and silts where most body fossils

are not well preserved, 3 )

the process of diagenesis,

which destroys the fine structure of most body fossils,
tends to enhance the structures of lebensspuren and 4)
traces often provide the only direct evidence of soft
bodied creatures (Osgood, 1970 and Frey, 1971)*
Historical Development
Historically the study of trace fossils may be divided
into three major phases.

Early studies described trace

fossils as fucoids, the body fossils of marine algae
(Hantzschel, 1962).

The convention of classifying

1
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lebensspuren as marine algae was initiated by Brongniart
in 1828 when he established the genus Fucoides (Osgood,
1970).

For the next 53 years a prodigious number of new

genera and species were assigned to marine algae.

Even

today, many generic names such as Fucoides, Algacities,
Chondrites and those ending with the suffix phycus, are
in common usage, implying the supposed algal origin of
the features so named (Frey, 1971).

This is not to say

that all workers assigned lebensspuren to the fucoids.
Dawson (I865) ascribed Rusophycus to be the result of
burrowing activity of trilobites; however, works of this
type were not widely publicized (Osgood, 1970).
In 1881 A. G. Nathorst (Osgood, 1970) disputed the
fucoidal affinity of lebensspuren.

He noticed the marked

similarity between fucoids and the tracks and trails of
modern marine invertebrates.

This same conclusion was

independently reached by J. F. James in Cincinnati, Ohio
at about the same time (Hantzschel, 1962).

Eventually most

paleontologists abandoned the algal origin for most
lebensspuren.
The present phase of studies related to lebensspuren
was initiated by Rudolf Richter who conducted extensive
research into the marine biology of the North Sea.

In

1931, he established the Senchenberg Institute at
Wilhelmshaven, Germany.
observe:

1)

The institute was designed to

where and how organisms live, 2)

how the hard
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parts of organisms accumulate as potential fossils and
how they are buried in the sediment and 3)

the activities

and the lebensspuren of trace making organisms (Frey, 1971).
By making these observations Richter and his colleagues
were able to more fully apply uniformitarianism to ichnology
and provided a much needed foundation upon which information
about trace-making organisms could be based.
Since Richter*s work, another German, Adolf Seilacher
has contributed much to Ichnology.

Seilacher stressed the

paleoecological importance of trace fossils and showed
that the traces were ethological, behavioral in nature and
should be treated as such.

Among the other researchers

who have contributed significantly to Ichnology are
Hantzschel (1962), who compiled the Treatise of Invertebrate
Paleontology Part W on trace fossils and Frey (1971) and
Howard (1970).
Despite an accelerated study of trace fossils, the
discipline is still in its infancy.

The main restraint

in the growth of ichnology appears to be our basic lack
of knowledge about recent trace making organisms (Osgood,
1970).

The Senckenberg Institute in Germany was established

partially to resolve this problem, however researchers are
limited to those environments which they can easily study.
Tidal flats and shallow water areas have been well documented
because of easy accessibility but the continental shelf,
continental slope and adjacent abyss have been largely
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ignored.

While it is true that these environments are

poorly represented in continental deposits, they do occur
and they do appear to hold significant trace fossil
assemblages.

Deep water photographs reveal the abundance

of modern traces (Heezen, 1966).

Until the deep ocean

floor has been extensively studied, comprehensive and
complete trace fossil interpretation will be impossible
and the science will remain in a subjective and archaic
state.
Classification of Trace Fossils
The application of biological nomenclature to trace
fossils has created many problems.

Trace fossil nomencla

ture has never been strictly controlled under the rules
of Zoological Nomenclature, as have been body fossils.
Lebensspuren were thought of as "different" from other
fossils and many workers thought of trace fossils as the
"residium of paleontological materials" (Frey, 1971» p.102).
This is evident since many past workers have applied any
system of classification to trace fossils they deemed
applicable.

This has led to considerable confusion in the

literature (Frey, 1971).
The major problem arises when researchers attempt
to apply binomial names to traces.

A binomial name, when

applied to a body fossil, means something distinct.

One

is able to then place the organism into a particular group
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of organisms which have anatomical and morphological
features that are similar.

A hierarchy of classification,

that is genus, family, order, class and phylum, can he
erected.
manner.

However, traces can not he treated in the same
While it is possible to erect genera and species

names for traces, they do not have the same connotation as
hody fossil names.

The names are no longer hased on the

types of organisms that produce traces hut are instead
based on the general morphology of the trace.

Because

totally different organisms can produce very similar traces
one would have to classify dissimilar animals into the same
category.

This defeats the purpose of zoological nomenclature.

Several suggestions have been forwarded to remedy
this problem.

One of the more popular and accepted methods

is to still apply generic and specific names to the traces
but adding the suffix "ichnus" to the generic name.

At

least this makes the name immediately recognizable as
being a trace.

When possible it might also be advisable

to include the name of the presumed originator into the
trace name thereby supplying even more information in the
name.

In addition, Adolf Seilacher (1964) has based schemes

of classification upon inferred ethology and on preser
vation have gained wide acceptance in the field.

These

schemes are more easily incorporated in the trace
description rather than in the name.

The following is a

brief discussion of Seilacher*s two schemes.

Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission
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Ethological classification
1.)

Cubichnia (resting trace)-

at rest in one place.

Marks made by animals

This type of trace mirrors to some

degree the outline of its producer.
2.)

Repichnia (crawling trace)-

These are traces

left "by animals moving across soft sediments.

They can

be branched or unbranched and their producers may be
epifaunal or infaunal.
3.)

Pascichnia (grazing trace)-

These are marks left

by animals feeding on the sediment surface.

They are

usually tightly coiled or in closely packed meanders.
These patterns allow the organism to cover the maximum
area possible while expending a minimum amount of energy.
^•.)

Fodichnia (feeding trace)-

by animals moving through sediment.

The burrows made
They represent

utilization of the maximum feeding space available while
also serving as a permanent to semi-permanent dwelling
structure.
5.)

Domichnia (dwelling structure)-

structures.

Habitation

Burrow walls may be mucous lined since habitat

is to be permanent.
Preservational classification
Two main types of trace fossil relief are recognized
in Seilacher’s preservational classification scheme.
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£ull relief form is that type in which the trace is entirely
contained within the host sediment.

This type of trace is

produced by animals which burrow through homogeneous
sediments.

The burrow may be filled by fecal material,

sediment which slowly sifts in from the surrounding area
or in some cases it may remain follow (Fig. la).
Traces may alternately be preserved in semirelief
(Fig. lb).

This type of trace is produced by an animal

burrowing at the interface between two lithologic units.
Only the top or the bottom half of the trace is preserved.
Semi-relief traces may be subdivided into boundary and
cleavage reliefs.

A boundary relief takes place directly at

a lithologic boundary and according to Osgood (1970) is the
most common expression of traces.

Boundary reliefs occurring

on the bottom of a bed are called hyporeliefs and those
occurring on the top of a bed are called epireliefs.

These

trace preservation types may be expressed as concave and
convex in respect to their occurrence.

Cleavage relief

is the expression of tracks beneath a thin veneer of
sediment even though not expressed on the surface.

Figure

2 shows bioturbated layers which were disturbed by one
of the appendages of a crustacean.

The organism moved

along the sediment-water interface, at the top to the
digram, however, its footprints were not preserved at the
top layer due to flowage.

The layers below the top layer

were not affected by flowage and therefore retained the
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SEMIRELIEF

FULL RELIEF

Concawa

O riginal
Cavi

Convex

Filled
EPIRELIEF
HYPORELIEF
Fillad by
Sediment
or
Fecal S tuffed

(B )

ENDOGENIC

EXOGENIC

G roove in mud

Burrow along intarfaca

Sand sedim entation

Sand fills burrow

Fig. 1-

PSEUDOEXOGENIC

Sand sadimanftation

The preservational classification as suggested

by Seilacher.
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Fig. 2-

Cleavage relief.

The imprint of an arthropod’s

appendage is preserved in the lower la.'.inae of a section
of sediment while not being preserved in the upper layers.
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;ij j-f-T'.cj.’if!*-" i m p r i n t .
Sr.iucher further subdivided semi-reliefs into
••xof-vT.ir types (surficial) (Fig. lc), endogenic types
isu b su rfa ce

) (Fig. Id) and pseudoexogenic types (Fig. lc).

?r.<- p:;«’..do<*xogenic trace is actually an endogene burrow
that was fecal filled and exposed to erosion.

The fecal

material ar.d burrow roof are then obliterated, which
yields a pseudoexogenic trace (Osgood, 1970).
By including the ethologicai and preservational
class ification in the description of a trace, a total
picture of the trace is revealed in simple terms.

The

reader kr.ews under what circumstances the trace was
produced and the relationship of the trace with the host
reck.

This is accomplished without the use of rambling

dialogue which would have been necessary if it were not
for these two classification schemes.
Trace Fossils as a Paleoecological Tool
Value of neoichnology
The primary scientific interest in ichnology is for
paleoecological interpretation.

The vast majority of

recent literature has emphasized this point, particularly
the need for studies of the ecological significance of
recent traces (neoichnology).
Frey (1970) has surveyed the ecological significance
of recent marine lebensspuren near Beaufort, North Carolina.
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He described various physical, chemical and geological
parameters which influence the types of traces one can
expect from a specific modern environment.
Sediment type was found to he of upmost importance.
Lebensspuren assemblages found in totally different
environments were found to be distinct from one another.
However, the more physically similar the deposits, the
more difficult it was to distinguish the assemblages.
As an example of this environmental control, Frey found
that deep vertical burrows were characteristic of intertidal
and shallow water deposits, while shallow burrows were
more common in the deeper areas.

This appears to be a

reflection of the high energy environment on shallow water
organisms which forces them to burrow more deeply in order
to escape the erosive effects of waves.

As a result of

observations of this type Frey felt that trace fossils
could be useful as indicators of physical environmental
parameters such as depth, current directions, salinity
and sedimentation rates.
Personal observation of recent marine lebensspuren
from the North River Estuary in Scituate. Massachusetts
has yielded some comparable data.

The consistency of

sediment was found to profoundly influence the type of
trace produced (Fig. 3).

The fine grained mud on the

left side of the photograph shows a web-like pattern
caused by a seagulls foot that has sunk deeply into the
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Fig. 3-

Effects of sediment on the production of

traces is displayed by a sea gull's footprints.

Fig. 4-

The fine detail of the gastropod trail produced

by Littorina littorea is preserved in a cohesive sediment.
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sediment.

However, the firmer, siltier sediment to the

right was better able to support the organism leaving only
imprints of the toes preserved.

If these two types of

traces were found separated later in the fossil record,
they might be attributed to different species.

The trail

of the gastropod Littorina littorea also shows what
influence sediment can have on traces.

If the sediment

is firm enough the trail displays a series of grooves
normal to the direction of movement (Fig. 4).

These

grooves are probably related to the rhythmic contraction
and extension of the muscular foot.

This feature is not

recorded in muddier areas due to the non-cohesive nature
of the sediment (Fig. 5)The agglutinated tube of Polydora ciliata protrudes
above the surrounding sediment because it is more resistant
to disaggregation.

They can often become bent in on-e

direction by a prevailing tidal current (Fig. 6).
Of further biological interest is the feeding trace
of a seagull (Fig. 7). occurring in a beach environment,
which shows the remains of a small crab amongst the jumbled
footprints of a seagull(s).

Preservation of such a trace

would be a valuable paleoecological tool as far as the
feeding habits of a particular organism is concerned as
well as the types of predators which are present in the
environment.
By learning more about the analysis and interpretation
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Fig. 5-

The fine detail on the gastropod trail of Littorina

littorea is destroyed by the flowage of muddy sediment.

Fig. 6-

Current direction, as shown by xhe agglutinated tube

of Polydora ciliata, is from the top to the bottom of the
photograph.
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of modern traces, an ichnologist will be better able to
interpret ancient labensspuren.
Paleoecological va.1 u p of trace fossils
Like the assemblages found in modern envi-ronments,
the traces of ancient organisms are found in distinct
groups which occur in rocks ranging in age from the
PreCambrian to the present.

Since modern traces yield

ecologic information it is logical to assume that trace
fossils do as well.

Trace fossil studies are therefore

geared toward this end.
According to Seilacher (1967) all major trace fossil
assemblages are directly or at least indirectly related
to depth.

Seilacher was able to recognize six major

depth indicators (Table 1).

Most of the studies done

since this list was compiled have supported his findings
(Peterson & Clark, 197^; Farrow 1966; and Chamberlain &
Clark, 1973).

Farrow (1966) has shown that oriented

traces indicate shallow water because of the effects of
tidal currents.

Deep water traces were in random arrangement

since there was no external force, such as tidal currents,
applied to them.

Chamberlain (1973) used the vertical

facies succession of Cruziana to Zoophycus tu Nereites
to show the progressive downwarping of the basin itself.
Seilacher (1967) has shown that facies analysis is
possible using trace fossils.

He compared the Alpine
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Table 1. Bathymetrically controlled trace fossil assemblages.
from Seilacher, 196*4-, 196?, and Frey 1971)

{Modified

Most commonly occurring traces

Environment

Scoyenia

Limulid traces, Isopodichnus and
species of Planolities.

Nonmarine

Glossifungites

Glossifungitiesi Burrows are
vertically oriented.
Most
suspension feeders.

Stable littoral
conditions.

Skolithos

Skolithos and other vertical
burrows modified by scouring.

Unstable littoral
conditions marked by
rapid sedimentation
and erosion.

Cruziana

Cruziana and other crawling
traces.
Burrows are generally
inclined.

Infralittoral to
circalittoral.

Zoophycus

Zoophycus.
Predominance of simple
pascichnia type traces.

Circalittoral to
bathyal.

Nereites

Nereites and other more complex
pascichnia type traces.

Bathyal to Abyssal.

Assemblage

18
Flysch and the Molasse and was able to distinguish each
on the basis of the proportion of ethological traces
preserved in each.

Grazing traces predominated in the

Flysch while resting and feeding traces were prolific in
the Molasse.
The depositional history of an area may also be
subject to interpretation by use of trace fossils.
Middlemiss (1962) demonstrated that repeated penetrations
of sediment layers by burrows indicates slow deposition
because the organisms had time to thoroughly turn the
sediment.

In areas of fast sedimentation each portion of

the sediment is burrowed only once before being covered
thereby driving the organisms upward.
These are just a few of the uses of traces for
geologists.

The full potential has not been reached and

likely will not be for some time.
Stratigraphy of the Brassfield Formation and
Regional
Silurian
O
—- Stratiffranhv
w
a V
Chamberlain and Salisbury in 1905 were the first to
group North American formations into the Silurian period
(Berry and Boucot, 1970).
1)

They recognized three series;

Oswegan Series (Lower Silurian), 2)

(Middle Silurian), and 3)

Niagaran Series

Cayugan Series (Upper Silurian

all which are defined from New York State.

The Oswegan

Series is the one that is contemporaneous with the
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deposition of the Brassfield Formation.

Rocks of this

series in New York are a relatively unfossiliferous, red
sandstone-conglomerate sequence which is totally unlike
the Brassfield.

It has since been renamed the Medina

Series for rocks exposed in the Niagara Gorge.

Because

New York units were so dissimilar from those further west,
it became necessary to define a more representative mid
continent type section.

This was accomplished by Savage

(1909) who proposed the Alexandrian Series for the Lower
Silurian.

The Alexandrian is based on fossiliferous units

in southern Illinois which are much more typical of midwest
Lower Silurian rocks.

Figure 8 is a correlation chart

relating the Brassfield with other rock units in the mid
continent region.
By closely examining the different lithologies from
east to west in the North American Lower Silurian section;
the following pattern of sedimentation can be inferred.
The Lower Silurian rocks of the Appalachians are almost
all sandstones and related elastics.

Fauna is sparse and

it includes the trace fossil Arthrophycus, Eurypterids
and a few fish which indicate nonmarine to brackish waters.
As correlative units are followed further west, they grade
into carbonate sequences consisting mostly of limestone,
dolomite and carbonate mudstones characteristic of the
Brassfield.

The fauna also becomes more varied.

Savage

(1917) described some ^9 species of invertebrates:
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Fig. 3-

Correlation chart relating the Brassfield Formation

with other rock units in the mid-continent region.
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corals, 2b brachiopods, 7 trilobites, ^ bryzoa and b
mollusks from the Brassfield (Fig. 9).

The faunal and

lithologic characteristics of the Lower Silurian suggests
an eastern source area for most of the clastic sediments.
It is believed (Berry & Boucot, 1972) that highlands did
exist to the east which could have supplied the sediments.
A subsidary clastic source area could have been in the
vicinity of the Cincinnati Arch.

There are numerous

examples of Cincinnatian rocks incorporated into the Lower
Brassfield (Harrison, 1975 personal communication).
The Brassfield carbonates do not require the same
interpretation as elastics for their formation.

It is

believed that the Brassfield units are typical of other
carbonate units deposited in epeiric seas.

Irwin (1965)

described three ways in which limestones are produced in
epeiric seas; 1)
remains, 2)

Bioclastics- plant and animal skeletal

Percipitated limestones- chemically and bio

chemically percipitated and 3)

Lithoclastics- derived

from pre existing carbonates (rarest of the three).

Among

the recent environments one would expect to find the
deposition of shallow water carbonates in Florida Bay,
the Persian Gulf and the Bahama Islands.

Of upmost

importance to carbonate sedimentation is an area of very
shallow water so that light requiring organisms can survive
leading to the prolific growth of carbonate producing
organisms.

Secondly the influx of detrital material must
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Map showing the major faunal units of the Lower

Silurian.
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be kep'; ?t ■ minimum.

Terrigeneous material would produce

impure caironate rock and most importantly would decrease
light penetration by muddying the water.

The light requiring

life w . u j t h e n show a corresponding decrease in population
(Blatt, Middleton, and Murray, 19?2).
Dolomite makes up a significant amount of Silurian
carbonates and the origin of this dolomite is still very
much in doubt.

However, Berry and Boucot (1972) have

shown that the fauna associated with dolomite is essentially
the same as that of the limestone.

Therefore it is assumed

that the environments of deposition for both were very much
alike.

It appears that the dolomite was formed secondarily

by replacement of the magnesium for calcium.

In Alabama,

at the southern end of the Appalachians, the Lower Silurian
abruptly changes to a shaly, marine environment.

The units

bear beds of iron ore, the lower one hundred feet of which
correlates with the Brassfield (Berry and Boucot, 1972).
---------_ t j

D i d d & n c iu

t ' -i_*u_ i
jjj.
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^ + ^ ^ 1
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The Brassfield Formation crops out in a continuous
belt around the Ordovician exposures of the Cincinnati
Arch area.

Its type locality is in Madison County,

Kentucky from which outcrops can be traced northeastward
into Lewis County, Kentucky and across the Ohio River
into Adams County, Ohio.

From there the trend of the

outcrop is northwest to Dayton where a few isolated
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outcrops are present.

On the western side of the arch,

outcrops occur at Richmond, Indiana and southward to the
Ohio River near Charlestown and then southeastward through
Kentucky (Rexroad, 1967) (Fig. 10).

The sampling for this

study was done at four major outcrop areas in Adams County,
Ohio and Lewis County, Kentucky (Table 2).
According to Rexroad (1967) the Brassfield Formation
is generally thicker on the eastern flank of the Cincinnati
Arch than on the western.

An outcrop measured in Adams

County is 52 feet thick, while some outcrops on the western
flank of the arch are as little as 4 feet thick with
maximum thicknesses of about 15 feet.
The Belfast member is a distinctive clayey unit
within the Brassfield Formation (Fig. 11).

It is no more

than 6 feet thick in any portion of the study area and
contains abundant illite.
The lithology of the remainder of the Brassfield
is mainly dolomitic limestone with interbedded shale and
mudstone (Fig. 12).

Some of the beds are highly

fossiliferous medium to coarse grained, crinoidal
calcarenite or calcirudite limestone.

Large ripples

are often associated with these calcarenites and are
probably related to storm or tidal current activity.
Chert nodules are common in one particular horizon and
are valuable locally as a marker bed.
The Brassfield Formation can be interpreted as a
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Table 2.
1.

Collecting localities.

Road cut on Kentucky Highway 10 about 2.5 miles east

of the junction with Kentucky Highway 57 i-n Tollesboro,
Lewis County, Kentucky.

Samples collected from this area

are prefixed T-.
2.

Road cut on the north side of the Ohio River on U.S.

Highway 52, 7-5 miles east of Manchester, Ohio.

Samples

collected from this area are prefixed M-.
3.

Road cut and creek bed exposures on Ohio Highway 41,

2.3 miles north of West Union, Adams County, Ohio.

Samples

collected from this area are prefixed WU-.
4.

Road cut 0.2 miles north of outcrop 3 just before the

Ohio Brush Creek Bridge.

Samples collected are prefixed

0BC-.
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Map showing the regional distribution of Silurian

rock around the Cincinnati arch.

Also included are the sample

localities for the study.
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Fig. 11-

Belfast member of the Brassfield Formation.

Fig. 12-

Interbedded shales, limestones and dolomite which

are characteristic of the Brassfield Formation.
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fairly shallow water deposit as evidenced by the following:
1)

large ripple marks indicating a shallow wave base

(affected by current or wave activity), 2)
and ferrigeneous deposits, 3)

glauconitic

small scale cross stratifi

cation indicating local scour and 4-)

a shallow water fauna.

PALEOECOLOGIC INTERPRETATION
Environmental Conditions
As has already been mentioned the Brassfield Formation
is interpreted to be a shallow water marine facies.
Large scale ripple marks indicate that deposition of
some units occurred above wave base.

Glauconite and

terrigenous deposits and small scale cross-stratification
which shows local scour and fill all point to a shallow
water depositional environment.

The Brassfield trace

fossils seem to confirm this conclusion.
The overall combination of trace fossils would appear
to be in the Skolithos facies (Table 1) as first described
by Seilacher (1967).

He theorized that rapid erosion

and sedimentation are the dominant factors in trace
production and individual growth is completely over
shadowed in this very shallow water environment.

Traces

such as Skolithos delicatalus, Skolithos verticalis and
Diplocraterion biclavatum found in the Brassfield display
the effects of erosion and sedimentation on traces in
the Skolithos facies.

*
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The Skolithos tubes are straight and vertical and
were probably adapted for escaping surf effects.

This

orientation was probably developed to compensate for
increased erosion or deposition around the burrow aperture
by wave action.

It is, thus, much easier to deepen or

raise the burrow, however, it is much more difficult for
horizontal burrows to be raised or lowered.

Diplo eraterion

biclavatum is the lower section of a vertical U-tube.

The

upper section was probably formed in a lutite-like substrate
which was easily scoured by currents.

All that remains

of the trace is the lower section which had penetrated
the more resistant calcarenite layer.

A shallow wave base

is indicated by the scouring of the upper part of the tube.
Among the other traces which are valuable for an
environmental interpretation of the Brassfield are
Imbrichnus repichensis, Conclavichnus nerensis and
Vermiforichnus as well as the inorganic traces Dystactophycus
and the drag marks.

Imbrichnus has previously been

interpretted by Hallam (1970) as occurring with Gyrochorte
in a supposedly shallow water marginal marine facies.
The marginal marine facies is probably not critical since
Gyrochorte is found in other shallow water normal marine
deposits and it is assumed that the same would apply to
Imbrichnus.

Bundled burrows similar to Conclavichnus

nerensis have been described by Banks (1970) from the
Lower Cambrian in Finland.

They were attributed to a
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shallow water marine environment.

The Brassfield examples

are probably from a similar environment as corroborated
by the silty bed in which the Conclavichnus burrows are
found.

The relatively coarse bioclastic material indicates

a close source area and shallow depositional environment.
The heavily bioturbated silty bed completely lacks any
sedimentary structures which indicates a slow, but constant,
period of deposition.
Other trace fossil evidence shows that scouring must
have occurred quite commonly during Brassfield time.

For

instance, Vermiforichnus can only occur in hard substrate,
indicating indurated sediment surfaces must have been
exposed from time to time.

This period of erosion must

have been followed by a period of non-deposition since
boring density is quite high and needed time to develop.
Both Dvstactophycus and the drag marks, although inorganic,
shows that strong bottom currents must have been present.
Brassfield Faleocommunities Re-examined in
Light of the Trace Fossils.
The trace fossil assemblage reveals a faunal
population that is a great deal more varied than is
implied by the body fossil remains.

Foerste (I885 and

I893) has described the various invertebrates contained
in the Brassfield Formation.

However, his descriptions

intrinsically exclude the various soft-bodied organisms
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that must have vxistod in the Early Silurian as evidenced
by the traces.

Numerous annelid worms, including some

polychaetes, sipunculid worms and possibly arthropods
other than trilobites are abundant.

Not only are the

traces of soft bodied organisms preserved, but those of
the organisms with hard parts are as well.

These types of

traces are valuable in that they show the ethology of the
producer, which is not always explicit in body fossils.
The presence of polychaete worms is indicated by
several traces.

The ichnospecies of Skolithos, Diploeraterion

biclavatu.T.. Conclavichnus nerensis and Vermiforichnus are
all assumed to be produced by polychaetes.

All of these

are filter feeders except Conclavichnus nerensis, a deposit
feeder.

Filter feeding is to be expected in a shallow

water environment where the supply of nutrients is richly
provided by currents (Seilacher, 1967).
Deposit feeders are by no means absent in this facies.
Both Chondrites and Planolites apparently infaunal deposit
feeders occur.

Planolites is thought to be produced

by annelid worms which continuously pass sediment through
their digestive tract leaving behind reworked sediment
and fecal material.

Chondrites has been considered

by Simpson (1957) to be produced by sipunculid worms
which effectively mine out nutrient rich layers.

The

presence of sipunculid worms is also indicated by
Sipuncuichnus verticalis which resembles traces of recent
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sipunculid activity.
Among the other infaunal organisms are those that
presumably produced Palaeophycus and Imbrichnus.

The

burrow filling of Palaeophycus indicates that the
organism(s) that developed these burrows were not deposit
feeders but were predators or scavengers.

Perhaps similar

to the recent genus Nereis or the crustacean amphipods,
which produce similar burrows and have the comparable
feeding habits (Howard and Elders, 1970)*

Imbrichnus

has been considered by Hallam (1970), to be of pelecypod
origin however it may have been produced by.a gastropod
or crustacean.
One of the most interesting faunal relationships
shown by the Brassfield traces is the possible symbiotic
or parasitic modes of life which must have existed.
Diplocraterion biclavatum has two pouches that appear to
be secondarily deepened from the original U-tube.

It is

entirely possible that two other organisms lived symbiotically in these pouches scavenging waste materials
left by the U-tube inhabitant.

Vermiforichnus on the

other hand might be parasitic in nature.

It is found

bored into stromatoporids and the organism may have
derived nutrients directly from the coral or the coral
may have simply supplied hard substrate needed for the
boring.
At any rate it is evident that the Brassfield fauna
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is not as sparse as has been suggested.

There is no

paucity of soft bodied organisms although organisms with
hard parts are not extremely well represented.
Alteration of the Sedimentary Record
Frey (1971) has described three ways in which the
sedimentary record can be altered by trace making organisms:
1.)

Physical and chemical alteration of sediment particles

2.)

Destruction of sedimentary structures and 3-)

Construction of sedimentary particles.

All three effects

are amply displayed by Brassfield traces.
The destruction of sedimentary structures is shown
by numerous traces.
best examples.

Conclavichnus nerensis is one of the

In this case the entire rock layer is

composed of worm burrows leaving little evidence of
primary structures.

Sipuncuichnus verticalis (Fig. 13)

shows a bending of primary sediment laminae on both sides
of the burrow.

This was probably formed by the trace

producer as it burrowed downward dragging layers with it.
The alteration of sediment is a common occurrence in
both the Brassfield and in recent environments.

Planolites

is produced by a sediment feeder which mechanically and
chemically breaks down sediment by passing it through its
digestive system and removing nutrient rich material.
The by-products of this process is a finer grained,
chemically altered sediment.

The most important alteration
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of sediment occurs when boring organisms such as those
that produce Vermiforichnus are present.

Vermiforichnus

borings are found in both hard rock and coelenterates.
By boring into hard substrate the organism physically
disaggregates large particles producing finer grained
sediment and structurally weakening the remaining hard
substrate.
The construction of sedimentary structures may be
seen associated with the ichnogenus Imbrichnus.

This

trace displays horizontal laminations that are capped by
inclined laminae giving the impression of crossbedding
produced by fluid flow.

The inclined laminae are actually

imbricate pads of burrow fill sediment produced by an
organism (Fig. 14).
SUMMARY
The trace fossils of the Brassfield Formation are
valuable in making paleoecologic interpretation.

The

traces show that the Brassfield was deposited in an
extremely shallow water environment (Skolithos facies)
where rapid sedimentation and erosion were dominant
factors in trace production.
The traces also display a varied soft-bodied
population that was not previously described.

The presence

of polychaete worms, sipunculid worms and small arthropods,
other than trilobites may be inferred from the traces.
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Burrowing activity of the recent genus

Sipunculus.
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Pseudocrossbedding produced by Imbrichnus

repichensis.
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Possible symbiotic and parasitic relationships can also
be deduced from the borings and some burrows (Diplocraterion
biclavatum).
The trace producers altered the sediment of the
Brassfield Formation a great deal.

Hard substrate was

physically broken down by boring organisms as well as the
destruction of primary sedimentary structures involved
with Conclavichnus nerensis.

One of the most pronounced

alterations of sediment occurred with the production of
pseudo-crossbedding in Imbrichnus repichensis.

SYSTEMATIC PALEONTOLOGY
The following section deals with a description of
the types of trace fossils found in the Brassfield fauna.
Ichnogenera and ichnospecies are discussed depending upon
whether or not the ichnospecies can be identified.

The

entire section is subdivided according to the ethological
classification discussed earlier.

The reason for

subdividing it in this manner is simply to make the subject
matter easier to handle.
Domichnia
Ichnogenus Skolithos Haldemann, 18^-0
1840.

Skolithos Haldemann, p. 3

1892.

Scolithus Hall, James, J. F., p. 32-kk, fig. 1-15-

1962.

Skolithos Haldemann, Hantzschel, p. W 215, fig- 13^-^.
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1970.

Skolithos Haldemann, Osgood, pp. 325~328, pi. 62,

fig. 7,8, text fig. 29r.
197^*

Skolithos Haldemann, Alpert, pp. 66I-669.

1975*

Skolithos Haldemann, Alpert, pp. 509-521-, pi. 1,

fig. 1-16.
Diagnosis;

Individual, vertical, cylindrical to sub-

cylindrical and unbranched burrows.

Burrow diameters

range from 1-15 mm. while the length varies from a
centimeter to as long as one meter.
Discussion and interpretation:

Alpert (197^) has listed

35 described ichnospecies of Skolithos.

Many of which

he considers to be subjective synonyms.

The proliferation

of ichnospecies names was the result of the early practice
of naming ichnospecies after geologic formations, geographic
areas and also poor knowledge of the literature.

Alpert

has therefore reduced the number of ichnospecies to 6,
although, as will be discussed later, this is not a
sufficient number to cover all the possible Skolithos
ichnospecies.
Skolithos commonly occurs in arenaceous sediments
and are interpreted to be of shallow water origin.

The

Skolithos assemblage is one of the bathymetric indicators
described by Seilacher (1967) (Table 1).
Burrows may be crowded or isolated, although this is
not a generic characteristic, it is paleoecologically
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important, with lepositional rate thought to be the
controlling factor.
A prominent funnel shaped aperature is absent in
Skolithos while being present in Mono eraterion, a similar
vertical burrow (Hallam and Swett, 1966).

The funnel

is the only difference between the two ichnogenera, in
fact, if only the lower part of Monoeraterion were preserved
it would be classified as a Skolithos.

The difference

seems to be due to the erosion of the top part of Skolithos
while no erosion took place on Monocraterion.

It is also

possible that Skolithos is the result of negligible
sedimentation.

At present no exact agreement exists as

to the actual relationship between the two ichnogenera.
Ichnospecies Skolithos delicatalus, James, 1881
PI. 1, fig. 1,2.
1881.

Skolithos delicatalus James, U. P., p. 33*

1892.

Scolithus delicatalus James. U. P., James, J. F.,

p. 40, fig. 1 5 .
19?0.

Skolithos delicatalus James, U. P., Osgood, pi. 62,

fig. 7 , 8 , text fig. 29r.
Types species;

Skolithos delicatalus James, 1881, found

in the Richmondian strata of Dearborn County,
Diagnosis;

Indiana.

Small short vertical (for the most part) tubes

that appear as raised bumps on the upper surface.
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Discussion and Interpretation:

The only slab from the

Brassfield which contained this trace is remarkably similar
to the one described by U. P. James of Cincinnati in 1881
as Skolithos delicatalus.

Note that the spelling of

Skolithos was unjustifiably altered in 1892.
between the two samples are as follows:

1)

The similarities
each is

associated with annelid trails, 2 ) the diameters of the
tubes are about 2 mm. and they are spaced from 4 to 8 mm.
apart and 3 ) both occur in a slab that is .5 inches in
thickness•
James believed that they could be attributed to
plants which were gently surrounded by mud without
disturbing their erect position (Osgood, 19?0).

J. F.

James (1892) later reinterpreted the trace as being
vermiform in origin.

A passageway for gas has also

been suggested for their origin (Cloud, i960), however
the tube diameters are probably too small and would not
remain open long enough to be filled in afterwards.
Osgood (1970) believed the preservation of the raised
bumps (pi. 1 , fig. 1 ,2 ) to be in convex hyporelief because
of the raised ridge (PI. 1, fig. 1) which he interpreted
as a filled in annelid trail.

The Brassfield sample shows

the same kind of trail) however it sometimes appears to
be a furrow rather than a ridge^although some differential
erosion has occurred which left the more resistant trail
raised.

Therefore, I would interpret this trace as being
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in convex epirelief.
The most probable originator of these tubes was
some kind of polychaete worm.

Many of these organisms

build agglutinated tubes which prevent collapse of the
burrow after the death of the organism.

The tube of

Polydora ciliata (Fig* 7) found in recent tidal flats is
similar to these burrows although much larger in size.
They are raised above the surrounding sediment in much the
same way as Skolithos delicatalus.
Figured specimen
Skolithos delicatalus

T-l

WMU #2529

Specimen was collected at outcrop 4 in Tollesboro.
Kentucky.
Ichnospecies Skolithos verticalis Hall, 1843
PI. 1, fig. 3-51843-

Fucoides verticalis Hall, p. 242, Text fig. 105-

1862.

Skolithos canadensis Billings, p. 96.

1892.

Scolithus verticalis Kali, James J. F. , PP- 33-3^.

Text fig. 51974.

Skolithos verticalis Hall, Alpert, pp. 663-664.

Types Species:

Fucoides verticalis as figured by Hall,

1843 in Text fig. 105•
Diagnosis:

The burrow is curved or undulating in outline
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and may be slightly inclined from vertical.

Aperature

diameters are from 6-10 mm., while burrow lengths reach
a maximum of 4 cm.

Burrow walls are distinct.

Discussion and interpretation:

The trace can be assigned

to the ichnospecies Skolithos canadensis Billings, 1862
as figured by J. F. James (1892).

It has since been

synonymized with Skolithos verticalis by Alpert (1974)
and seems to fit quite well into that ichnospecies.
The tubes are characteristically curved or undulating
(PI. 1, fig. 4,5) and are often slightly inclined to the
vertical.

This last characteristic is the major difference

between Skolithos verticalis and Skolithos linearis.
Logan (1863, fide James, 1892) described the sediment
contained in the tube of Skolithos canadensis as being
tinged with iron oxide, however this would seem to be more
a result of the surrounding sediment or weathering than
the trace itself.

The sediment filling the tube is loosely

cemented by sparry caleite which readily weathers leaving
behind a void space in the upper part of the burrow.
The individual burrows are not extremely crowded (PI.
1, fig. 3) as is common with other Skolithos burrows.
This is probably not ichnospecific in nature, but is
probably paleoecologic instead.
Figured specimens;
W. U.-l, W. M. U. #2530, W. U.-2, W. M. U. #2531
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Found at outcrop #3 near W&sst Union, Ohio.
Ichnogenus DiplocraterLoon Corell, 1870
1870.

Diplocraterion Torell, p. 13*

I893. Corophioides Smith, p*. 20S.
1957.

Polyupsilon Howell, pp. L251-152.

1962.

Corophioides Smith, Hanteschel, P. W 189•

1962.

Diplocraterion Torell, Jferatzschel, p. W 192, fig.

120-3
1962. Polyupsilon Howell, Hant^schel, p.
1970.

15*

Corophioides Smith, OsgocPbd, p. 31^325. PI. 60, fig.

1-6, 8 ; fig. 1-8 ; PI. 62, fig. 1-4, 6 ; PI. 66, fig. 5; PI.
69, fig. 3; PI. 70, fig. 5; Pi. tfl, fig. 5; Pi. 77. fig. 8 ;
Text-fig.'s 8,9,29-o,p,q.
1973.

Corophoides Smith, Knox, gpp. 133-1^6.

197h.

Diplocraterion Torell, Pwrrsich, pp. 952-966, Text

fig. 1-5.
Glossary of terms related to Dj-& lp crater ion:
1.)

Spreiten- Viewed in cross s.ection spreiten appears

to he a series of parallel arcs -which represent the relics
of previous burrows.
2.)

Protrusive spreiten-

The i-elic arcs indicate a deepening

of the _urrow.
3 .)

Retrusive spreiten- The rel.ic arcs indicate a raising

of the burrow.
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Diagnosis t

Vertical, spreiten bearing U-tubes.

Discussion and interpretations

Diplocraterion is

characterized by the presence of spreiten which are the
relics of former U-tubes that the producing organism once
occupied.
retrusive.

They are said to be either protrusive or
Protrusive spreiten are those that show a

deepening of the U-tubes, the organism moves downward in
response to some force.

Fursich (19740 described several

possible reasons for the production of spreiten.

The first

possibility is the result of deposit feeding in which the
trace producer moves downward producing spreiten while
progressively feeding on sediment.

Secondly the growth of

the burrow inhabitant often forces the organism downward
as it increases in size thereby producing spreiten at
different growth stages.

Thirdly^ and perhaps most

importantly) is the response of the organism to erosion or
sedimentation.

When erosion occurs the organism must move

downward to stay at an optimum depth thus producing a
protrusive spreiten tube.

When sedimentation occurs the

organism must move upward to keep at an optimum level thus
producing retrusive spreiten.
Fursich has also attempted to reevaluate the
classification of previously described spreiten bearing
U-tubes by placing them in the ichnogenus Diplocraterion.
By doing this he surpressed both Polyupsilon Howell, 1957
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and Corophioides Smith, 1893 as invalid ichnogenera.

It is

his contention that the validity of separating ichnogenera
on criteria such as the presence of funneled aperatures
as in Diplocraterion of their absence as in Corophioides
is not acceptable.

After all erosion could have easily

eroded away the funneled section of Diplocraterion thereby
producing Corophioides (Fig. 15).
Ichnospecies Diplocraterion biclavatum Miller, 1875
PI. 2, fig. 1,2,3
1875.

Artharia biclavata Miller, p. 35^, fig. 26.

1970.

Corophioides biclavata Miller, Osgood, pp. 323-325,

pi. 60, fig. 1 ,3 ,7» pi. 61, fig. 1,3,7. pi. 65, fig. 6, pi.
66, fig. 5. pi. 77, fig. 8, Text fig. 9,29.
1974.

Diplocraterion biclavata Miller, Fursich, pp. 959-

960, Text fig. 5.

Type specimen *

Ichnogenus as first described by Miller is

very common throughout the Cincinnatian section.
Diagnosis:

Commonly occurs as a dumbbell shaped concave

epirelief.

The dumbbell shape is produced by two rounded

depressions or blind pouches which are connected by a
thin shallow U-shaped bar.
Discussion and interpretationt

As mentioned earlier Fursich

(1974) has reclassified all spreiten bearing U-tube traces
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into the ichnogenus Diplocraterion in an effort to
simplify their taxonomy.

As a result the ichnogenera

Corophioides and Polyupsilon were both suppressed so that
only five ichnospecies of Diplocraterion remain.
Diplocraterion biclavatua can occur in different
morphological types although this is probably not
biologically significant.

The connecting bar may or may

not be filled with sediment (PI. 2, fig. 1).
themselves may differ from one another.

The pouches

Some are arrow

shaped (PI. 2, fig. 2) while others are rounded (PI. 2,
fig. 3). this difference may even be evident in the same
specimen (PI. 2, fig. 1).
The Brassfield examples of Diplocraterion biclavatum
occur in a calcarenite type lithology.

It is believed

that the burrowing organism, probably a filter feeding
annelid (Osgood, 1970)» originally produced a burrow in a
lutite type substrate.

However the organism was forced

to burrow deeper in response to some stimulus such as growth
of the organism and/or erosion.

When the organism encountered

the calcfir^nite it found that substrate undesirable and
calcarenite it found that substrate undesirable and
ceased burrowing.

Eventually the animal vacated this

dwelling as more of the lutite was stripped away.

Erosion

continued to strip away the main burrow in the lutite
until the calcarenite was exposed.

This layer was not as
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easily eroded away resulting in only the base of the
U-tube being preserved (Fig. 16).
The two blind pouches are more difficult to explain.
It appears that they are secondarily deepened from the
former U-tube.

Their presence may be due to:

1.)

symbiotic relationship existing between two smaller
organisms and the annelid or 2 .) organisms inhabited the
tube after the annelid vacated it.
Figured specimens:
'Diplocraterion biclavatum W. U.-3. W. M. U.#2532.
U. U.-17, W. M. U.#2545a
Specimens were collected at outcrop area number 3*
Fodichnia

Ichnogenus Chondrites Sternberg, 1833*
PI. 2, fig. 4-6, PI. 3. fig- 1-51957.

Chondrites

Sternberg, Simpson, pp. 475-500, pi* 21-24.

1962. Chondrites

Sternberg, Hantzschel,

p. W187» fig. 115-1*

1970.

Sternberg, Osgood, pp.

328-340, Text fig.

Chondrites

1 0 ,ll,29-s,t,u,v; pi. 63, fig. 2-5 ; pi. 64, fig. 2-8 ; pi.
65, fig. 8 ; pi. 67, fig. 4, pi. 69, fig.

1 ,8 ;pi. 79, fig.

5 ,6 ; pi. 8 2 , fig. 4; pi. 83, fig. 2 .

1970.

Chondrites Sternberg, Kennedy, p.

Type species:

270, fig. Id.

Fucoides targionii Brongniart,

1828 from
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Diagramatic representation of the formation of

Diplocraterion biclavatum.
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Eocene Flysch of Switzerland.
Diagnosis:

Ramifying tunnel of burrow system which contains

one main shaft and several smaller ones which branch off
to form a dendritic or trellis-like pattern.

Burrows are

preserved in concave epirelief.
Discussion and interpretation:

Chondrites are known to

exist from the Ordttvician to the Tertiary although they are
absent in recent environments.

They occur in a variety of

rock types and are therefore common to several environments.
Hantzschel (1962) described Chondrites as "very plantlike"
(p. W 187).

Indeed, Chondrites are very plantlike in

morphology, resembling the mold of a root system, and were the
one trace which proponents of the fucoid theory pointed
to when arguing their case.

It was as late as 19^8 before

the algal theory was finally abandoned by most workers.
Among the first to propose a non-algal origin for
Chondrites was Nathorst in 1881.
led him to his conclusions:

Several lines of evidence

1 .) plants would not grow in

deep water where some Chondrites were believed produced,
2 .) no relic organic material was ever found in the branching
system and 3 .) the sediment types, in which Chondrites are
found, offer little or no firm attachment area for plant
roots.

This last piece of evidence seems rather tenuous

since many rooted aquatics occur in soupy fine grained muds.
He attributed the structure to worm burrows but did not
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elaborate any further.
algal origin.

Fuchs j in 1895 jalso promoted a non-

Like Nathorst, he believed that the lack

of organic material associated with the trace was indicative
of a non-algal origin.

Fuchs differed from Nathorst in

that he ascribed Chondrites to filled-in brood chambers
(Osgood, 1970).
Certainly the presence of phobotaxis (Richter 1927),
was the major step in the elimination of the fucoid theory.
It was hard for proponents of the algal origin to explain
why branches would not interpenetrate in some samples.
Richter believed that Chondrites could best be explained
as being formed by a sediment feeder who had a type of
chemoreceptor which allowed it to avoid already worked
areas.

Simpson (1957) has since confirmed that phobotaxis

does indeed exist.

Osgood (1970, p. 329) described what

he interpreted as "pseudopenetration" structures.
Compaction of fine grained sediment in which the Chondrites
occurred would overlap two tunnels thereby giving a false
appearance of penetration.
Simpson (1957) has suggested that Chondrites might
be formed by deposit feeding sipunculid worms.

These

organisms are indeed long enough, up to 3° cm.

However,

this can not be confirmed in recent sediments since no
modern analogs of Chondrites have yet to be found associated
with living sipunculids.
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Ichnospecies ? Chondrites
Brassfield Chondrites occur in rocks of micritic to
calcisiltic lithology.

The sizes of the burrow systems

are extremely variable ranging from 2.5 cm. X 2.5 cm. to
10 cm. X 10 cm. in area.

The diameters of the individual

burrows also vary, from as small as 1.0 mm. to as large
as 1.0 cm.

Diameter changes of this extent are between

burrows in different systems although diameter changes
within the same burrow system can range from 7»5 h™* "t°
1.0 cm.

The longest burrows did not exceed 9*0 cm. in

length, while most were considerably shorter.
Several of the systems appear to be arranged in tiers
parallel to bedding planes.

Each of these layers are

connected to each other by single master shafts which dip
obliquely into the substrate.

It appears that the producer

feeds on nutrient rich layers.

When one layer is exploited

the organism seeks out another layer thus producing the
tiered system.
Phobotaxus does not appear to be very important in
the Brassfield Chondrites.

Some interpenetration may be

due to compaction (Pseudopenetration) (pi. 3, fig. 5)>
however most of the interpenetration is produced by the
organisms rhemselves.

It is also possible that some

individual burrow systems do not interpenetrate but are
instead cut off by other burrow systems (pi. 2 , fig. 4).
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Osgood (1970) d e s c r i b e d three types of Chondrites
fr o m the Cincinnatian.

T h e t h r e e t y p e s a p p e a r e d to be

distinct from any other chondrite ichnospecies, however
he w a s r e l u c t a n t to c r e a t e a n y n e w i c h n o s p e c i e s .

Instead

t h e y w e r e s i m p l y a s s i g n e d t h e l e t t e r s A, B, a n d C.

T he

same situation holds true for the Brassfield Chondrites
a n d t h e y w i l l b e d e s i g n a t e d in a s i m i l a r w a y a l t h o u g h t h e y
do n o t c o r r e s p o n d to O s g o o d ' s v a r i e t i e s .
Chondrites Type A
Chondrites Type A burrow systems are extremely large.
Burrow diameters may be as large as 1.0 cm. and lengths
reach 6 cm.

Burrows bifurcate regularly at angles between

20° and 60° and often cross one another thereby obscuring
individual burrow systems.

Numerous main shafts can be

seen to dip obliquely into the host rock (PI. 2, fig. 5)
leading to lower tiers where the burrows become parallel
to bedding again.

On some samples (PI. 3> fig* 1) each

layer is not as heavily bioturbated as are other samples
(PI. 2, fig. 4).

This would appear to be a function of

the sedimentation rate rather than the producing organism.
Rapid sedimentation would lead to layers which are not
highly bioturbated since the trace producers must constantly
move upward to stay at an optimum level.

Whereas a heavily

bioturbated layer indicates that organisms had plenty of
opportunity to burrow before being buried too deeply.
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Figured specimen;
W. U.-17, W. M. W.#25^5b
T-2, W. M. U. #253^
Specimens were collected at outcrop area 3 near
West Union, Ohio and outcrop area 4 in Tollesboro, Kentucky.
Chondrites Type B
This burrow system is marked by numerous bifurcations
which are concentrated in a small area (PI. 3> fig* 3)*
The entire surface upon which the layer is located is marked
by numerous openings which lead to other burrow systems.
Angles at which the burrows bifurcate are about the same
as those on Type A however Type B is distinguished on its
much smaller size.

Burrow diameters are around 1.0 mm.

while lengths of individual burrows do not exceed 2 cm.
Figured specimens ;
M-l, W. M. U. #2535
Specimen collected at outcrop area #2 near Manchester,
Ohio.
Chondrites Type C
Chondrites Type C is intermediate in size between
Types A and C.

Burrow diameters range from 2 mm. to about

mm. and the longest burrow length was 9 cm.

The most
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significant difference between Type C and the others is
the 90° branching which yields a trellis pattern rather
than the usually dendritic pattern displayed by other
burrow systems.
Figured specimens;
M-2, W. M. U.#2536
W. U. 5, W. M. U.#2537
Specimens were collected at outcrop area #2 near
Manchester, Ohio and outcrop area #3 near West Union, Ohio.
New Ichnogenus Conclavichnus
New ichnospecies Conclavichnus nerensis
PI. 4, fig. 1,2
Holotype:

W. U. 6 , W. M. U.#2538

Type Locality:

Outcrop area #3 near West Union, Adams

County, Ohio.
Name: Conclavichnus is from the word conclave meaning
convention or gathering, refering to the high burrow
density and nerensis is derived from the presumed originator,
Nereis.
Diagnosis:

Horizontal burrows preserved in full relief

that lack many distinct characteristics.

Many of the
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burrows can be seen to bifurcate but at no specific
angle.
Discussion and interpretation:

The trace consists of

numerous horizontal burrows that commonly bifurcate
although in no particular manner.

Burrows are circular

to elliptical in crossection and have an average diameter
of 3 mm.

The burrow lengths would appear to be variable,

lengths of as much 3 cm. were recorded however the extreme
burrow density appear to conceal many of the true burrow
lengths.
The burrows are similar to trace fossils described
by 3anks (1970) who did not assign a name to them.

He

did, however, attribute them to polychaete worms which
lived in a very shallow marine environment.

The present

author would agree with such an interpretation.

Expanding

this interpretation a bit further, one could possibly
attribute the burrows to the polychaete genus Nereis.
They have been observed to construct branching horizontal
burrows along nutrient rich layers (Schaefer, 1972).
The Brassfield examples occur in a silty carbonate layer
that is some 12 cm. thick.

This probably represents a

long period of slow deposition during which the population
of Nereis worms must constantly shift upward.

Thus

producing the thick interval of heavily bioturbated rock.
High population density required by this concept poses
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no problem to this interpretation.

Schaefer (1972) has

reported maximum densities of 500 adults or 4000 young
organisms per square meter in a single sediment layer.
New Ichnogenus Radichnus
Now ichnospecies Radichnus unionensis
FI. •*, f;g« }•
Holotype:

W.

Type Locality s

W. K. U .#2539
Outcrop area #3 near West Union, Adams

County, Ohio.
Name t

Radichnus from the word radiate referring to the

radiating of burrows from a central area and unionensis
is derived from the sample locality area near West Union,
Adams County, Ohio.
Diagnosis:

Numerous tubes radiating in one direction

from a large central area.

Branching of the burrows, if

it occurs, seldom goes beyond the second order.

Preservation

is in convex epirelief.
Discussion and interpretation:

This trace appears to be

a burrow network which radiated in one general direction
from a large central resting area.

This central area has

a radius of 1.5 cm. and the tubes are around 2 mm. in
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diameter.

Lengths of some of the tubes reach almost 4 cm.

and are marked by a branching pattern which normally will
occur only one along the same tube on in some cases not
at all.

The material which fills the burrow is bioclastic

in origin and is probably derived from material swept in
from above.
The overall general pattern of the burrow system is
somewhat remnicent of Chondrites.
two ways.

However, it differs in

Radichnus burrows do not branch nearly as

frequently as Chondrites.

Second, third and sometimes

fourth order branching are evident in some Chondrites but
third order branching is rare and even second order
branching is sometimes absent with Radichnus unionensis.
Additionally, Chondrites have one major shaft from which
all the other branches bifurcate.

Radichnus unionensis

has no such major shaft but has a large chamber from which
all the tubes radiate.
The most probable origin for such a trace would
be best explained as being produced by a sediment feeding
worm.

It appears that the worm worked from a central

area and produced the individual tubes as it fed in the
sediment.

The burrow is entirely contained within one

layer which was apparently organically rich.
Ichnogenus Rusophycus Hall, I852.
I852.

Rusophycus Hall, p. 23; pi. 9» fig. 1-3» pi* 8 ,
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fig. 6 ,a,b.
1962.

Rusophycus Hall, Hantzschell, p. W212, fig. 131-3»5*

19?0.

Rusophycus Hall, Osgood, pp. 3OI-3O8 , pi. 57, fig*

1 ,5 ,6 ; pi. 58, fig. 1-1 0 ; pi. 59, fig. 4-6; pi. 60, fig. 3 ;
pi. 66, fig. 3* pl* 71, fig* 1; pi* 82, fig. 9 ; text fig.
5, 29a ,b, c .
1970.

Cruziana d'Orbigny, Seilacher, pp. 447-476, text

fig. 1,2,4,5,7,8+11, pl. lh.
1970.

Rusophycus Hall, Bergstrome, pp. 35-43, pl* 1*

1970.

Rusophycus Hall, Crimes, pp. 101-126, pl. 4,5;

text fig. 6.4, fig. 9.
1975.

Rusophycus Hall, Crimes, pp. 35-48, text fig. 2,3+7.

Diagnosis:

Smooth to straited bilobed cubichnia burrows

of trilobites.

The general shape of the burrows is

dependent on the trilobite producing the trace but in
most cases the length/width ratio is 1.5*1*

Preservation

is in convex hyporelief.
Discussion and interpretation;

Seilacher (1970) has

included the simple resting burrows of trilobites into
the ichnogenus Cruziana which also represents the repichnia
of trilobites.

This is justified because burrows of

different outlines may be interpreted to have been produced
by the same organism providing that similar characteristic
appendage scratch marks are found in the burrows.

Hence
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the cubichnia (Rusophycus) and repichnia (Cruziana) trace
although different in morphology may be attributed to one
organism.

However, the scratch marks are not always preserved

and only the general shape remains.

When this occurs there

is a significant morphological and ethological difference
between the two ichnogenera so that they may be treated
separately.
Hall (I852) first described Rusophycus, however he
interpreted it as being fucoid.

Dawson (186^, fide Osgood,

1970) classified Rusophycus as the resting trace of a
trilobite by comparison with the bilobed trace of Limulus.
However, his work was not widely known and not until the
1880's, when Nathorst came to the same conclusion,
was the trilobite origin accepted (Osgood, 1970).

Since

then, Rusophycus has been the subject of numerous in
vestigations, many of which presented confused nomenclatural
ideas.

Especially confounding is the difference between

Rusophycus and Cruziana (Sinclair, 1951)*
Most examples of these types of traces found in the
Brassfield are difficult to assign to either genus.

None

of the burrows show any preservation of the scratch marks
which are distinctive in some trilobite burrows.

However,

the presence of scratched marks is not essential since
most of the Brassfield traces are very small and claw
marks are not often preserved in the smaller burrows
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(Seilacher, 1970).

One must be careful when interpreting

bilobate traces, since trilobites are not the only organisms
which form them.

Other types of organism which produce

bilobate traces include other small arthropods, worms and
even some gastropods (Osgood, 1970).
Ichnospecies Rusophycus ? cryptolithi Osgood, 1970
Pl. 4 fig. 4,5
1970.

Rusophycus cryptolithi Osgood, pp. 307-308, pl. 5 8 ,

fig. 1+2; pl. 59, fig. 4; text fig. 29c.
Type species:

Rusophycus cryptolithi figured on Plate 58,

figure 2 (Osgood, 1970) and is designated UCM 37587
(University of Cincinnati Museum).
Diagnosis:

This burrow represents the cubichnia of a

Cryptolithus-like trilobite.

Burrow size is fairly small

compared to other ichnospecies of Rusophycus. averaging
15 m m . in width and 12 mm. in length.

Burrow is slightly

bilobed however no striae are plainly visible in the
Brassfield specimens.
Discussion and interpretation:

These burrows were first

recognized by Osgood (1970) who attributed them to the
burrowing activity of Cryptolithus.

Many of his examples

had striae and some contained imprints of the genal spines.
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None of these l'euturos are plainly visible on the Brassfield
burrows.

They are, however, bilobed which satisfies the

major criterion for this genus.

Rusophycus cryptolithi

may be distinguished from other Rusophycus by its ovoid
shape which has a width that is slightly longer than its
length.

Most other Rusophycus have a length that is as

much as 1.5 times the size of the width.

No Cryptolithus

body fossils have ever been reported in the Brassfield
suggesting that these burrows could be explained by an
alternate origin.
Figured speciment
OBC-1, W. M. U.#2540a+b
Specimen taken from outcrop area #4 near Ohio Brush
Creek Bridge near West Union, Adams County, Ohio.
Ichnospecies Rusophycus ? clavatum Hall, I852
Pl. 4, fig. 5 .
1852.

Rusophycus clavatum Hall, p. 23, pl. 9, fig. 1-3;

pl. 8 , fig. 6a,b.
1970.

Rusophycus clavatum Hall, Osgood, p. 305» pl- 67,

fig. 5 .
Type species: Rusophycus clavatum Hall, I852 from the
Clinton of Hartford, New York.
Diagnosis:

Shallow convex hyporelief which represents the
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^

short p loughing burrow of a trilobite.

T h e t r a c e is

c h a r a c t e r i z e d b y two a d j a c e n t l o b e s t h a t d i v e r g e a n d
s e p e r a t e at one end into two pods.

L e n g t h / w i d t h r a t i o is

1 .5 *1.0 a n d t h e r e a r e n o s t r i a e p r e s e r v e d .
Discussion and interpretation:

J a m e s (I 885) d i d e x t e n s i v e

w o r k in c l a s s i f y i n g t h e R u s o p h y c u s t y p e t r a c e s o f O r d o v i c i a n
roc k s of the C i n c i n n a t i area.

Most R u s o p h y c u s he p r o p e r l y

a t t r i b u t e d to t h e b u r r o w i n g a c t i v i t y o f t r i l o b i t e s ,
R u s o p h y c u s cla v & t u m was the exception.

however

It w a s o r i g i n a l l y

i n t e r p r e t e d b y J a m e s to be t h e b u r r o w a c t i v i t y o f a g a s t r o p o d
s i m i l a r to t h e r e c e n t M e l a n i a .

O s g o o d ( 1 97 0) c o u l d f i n d

n o e v i d e n c e to s u p p o r t t h i s c l a i m s i n c e no i l l u s t r a t i o n s
a c c o m p a n i e d James' w ork .

He f e l t t h e e v i d e n c e p o i n t e d to

a n a r t h r o p o d o r i g i n w h i c h is w h e r e h e a s s i g n e d t h e b u r r o w .
R u s o p h y c u s c l a v a t u m is a f a i r l y c o m m o n i c h n o s p e c i e s
f o u n d i n n u m e r o u s f o r m a t i o n s f r o m t h e O r d o v i c i a n to the
Silurian.

The burrow therefore probably represents a

particular mode of life rather than a single species or
group of species.

T h i s m o d e o f f o r m a t i o n w a s p r o b a b l y d ue

to t h e "to a n d f r o " ( S e i l a c h e r , 1 9 7 0 » P- ^°) m o t i o n o f
t h e o r g a n i s m a s it fed.

T h e r e s u l t i n g t r a c e is p r o b a b l y

c l o s e to C r u z i a n a , h o w e v e r , n e t f o r w a r d m o v e m e n t a p p e a r s to
be negligible.

Therefore,

exclusively back and forth motions

c a n b e u s e d to c h a r a c t e r i z e t h e s e R u s o p h y c u s - l i k e b u r r o w s .
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Figured specimen:
W. U.-8 , W. M. U.#254l
Specimen collected from outcrop area #3 near West
Union, Adams County, Ohio.
Repichnia
Ichnogenus ? Cruziana d 1Orbigny, 1842.
Pl. 5, fig- 1+2, 3
1937.

Cruziana d'Orbigny, Fenton and Fenton, p. 46.

1968.

Cruziana d 1Orbigny, Crimes, pp. 360-364, pl. 9-11.

1969.

Cruziana d'Orbigny, Crimes, pp. 333-337, text fig.

1-2 .
1970.

Cruziana d ’Orbigny, Osgood, p. 303, pl* 59, fig. 3

pl. 65, fig. 7; pl. 66, fig. 3 ; pl. 75, fig. 1 .
1970.

Cruziana d'Orbigny, Seilacher, pp. 447-476, text

fig. 3 ,6 ,9 ,1 0 ; pl. la-g.
Type species;

Cruziana rugosa d'Orbigny, 1842 found in

Bolovia.
Diagnosis:

Bilobed repichnia of trilobites or trilobite

like organisms that are distinguished from Rusophycus by
their greater length.

Burrows are preserved as convex

hyporeliefs.
Discussion and interpretationt

As described earlier in
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the section on Rusophycus, Cruziana is distinguished from
Rusophycus on its ethological function.

Cruziana is a

repichnia and therefore should have a relatively long
trail.

A Rusophycus on the other hand is a cubichnia

which represents a resting burrow and therefore should
be short and more representative of the organisms true
outline.
The two questionable Cruziana which were found in
the Brassfield are not distinguishable as ichnospeies.
Both are similar in size, 3 to 4 cm. in length and .8 to
10 mm. in width, but both lack the necessary surface
markings needed to differentiate ichnospecies.
Figured specimens:
W. U.-9* W. M. U .#2542
M-3, W. M. U.#25^3a+b
Specimens were found at outcrop area #3 near West
Union, Adams County, Ohio and at outcrop area #2 near
Manchester, Adams County, Ohio.
Ichnogenus Planolites Nicholson, 1873
1873.

Planolites Nicholson

1892.

Planolites Nicholson, James, J. F . , p.

1967.

Planolites Nicholson, Bandel, p. 9, pl. 9; pl. 4,

fig. 7; pl. 5, fig. 2,4,6; pl. 6 , fig. 2,4.
1970.

Planolites Nicholson, Osgood, pp. 373-376, pl. 77,
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fig* 2,31970.

Planolites Nicholson, Heinburg, pp. 23O-231, fig. 3d.

1975.

Planolites Nicholson, Alpert, pp. 509-521, pl. 2,

fig. 1-1 1 ; pl. 3 . fig- 1-8 .
Diagnosis:

Subcylindrical to flattened stemlike traces

which pursue a straight to slightly sinuous course.
Burrows of this type follow bedding planes or move obliquely
to them and are preserved both as convex epirelief and
convex hyporelief.

The burrow filling is finer grained

than the surrounding host rock and may contain fecal
pellets.
Discussion and interpretation:

Characterization of Planolites

is difficult because of its similarity to Palaeophycus.
Both ichnogenera are more or less horizontal burrows
although some are oblique to the sediment layers.

Burrow

diameters are varied and both are not marked by the
prominent cross ridges which characterize the similar
ichnogenus Arthrophycus (Osgood, 1970).
Both ichnogenera are characterized by being filled
in by sediment, but it is the type of sediment filling
that distinguishes the two.

Planolites is characterized

by a burrow filling that has been passed through the
producer's digestive tract (Hantzschel, 1962).

The

resulting burrow filling contains finer grained sediment
than the surrounding host rock because of the physical
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breakdown of large particles by the organism.

Fecal

material should also be abundantly incorporated into
the burrow filling.

Palaeophycus on the other hand is

filled by sediment which falls into the burrow after the
organism moves alcng.

Therefore, the sediment in

Palaeophycus would be identical with the sediment surrounding
it (Osgood, 1970).
The most probable origin of Palanolites would seem
to be as a burrow of a deposit-feeding organism.
Planolites Type A

Pl. 5. fig. *.
Planolites Type A is a rather large burrow that
reaches 6 cm. in length and 9 mm. in width.

It is preserved

as a convex epirelief that runs entirely horizontal to
bedding.

The burrow is filled with glauconitized fecal

pellets wh'oh were probably emplaced by the trace producer
as it moved through sediment.

The remaining filling is

decidedly finer grained than the host rock and is probably
produced by the physical and chemical breakdown of
sediment as it moves through the producers digestive
tract.
Figured specimen t
M-5a, W. M. U.#2544
Specimen collected from outcrop area #2 near
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Manchester, Adams County, Ohio.
Planolites Type B
PI. 5, fig. 5*
Planolites Type B is decidedly smaller than Type A.
Burrow length is about 1 cm. while width is only 2 mm.
It is preserved as a convex hyporelief which can be seen
to dip obliquely back into the host rock after a short
horizontal run.

Other than the preceding characteristics

the burrow is similar to Type A.
Figured specimen:
M-5b, W. M. U.#25^5
Specimen collected from outcrop area #2 near
Manchester, Adams County, Ohio.
Ichnogenus Palaeophycus Hall, 1847
1847.

Palaeophycus Hall, p. 7,8,63; pi. 2 , fig. 1-5;

pi. 21 , fig. 2 ; pi. 22 , fig. 1 .
1962.

Palaeophycus Hall, Hantzschel, p..

W208.

1970.

Palaeophycus Hall, Osgood, pp. 373—378; pi.

76, fig.

1-8 ; pi. 77, fig. 1,4-7; pi. 8 3 , fig. 1,4; text fig. 29k.
1970.

Palaeophycus Hall, Hallam, pp. 195-196, pi* 2a.

Diagnosis:

Cylindrical burrows of varying length and

width which are oriented both obliqued to and horizontal
with bedding planes.

Burrow filling is identical to the
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host rock.

The burrows rarely bifurcate albeit some

interpenetration of different burrows might produce a
branching appearance.

Burrows are most commonly preserved

as convex hyporeliefs.
Discussion and int erpr etat ion :

As mentioned earlier

Palaeophycus is easily confused with the burrows of
the ichnogenus Planolites.

The only difference between

the two is the fecal material filling the burrow and the
grain size of the remaining filling.

Planolites burrow

filling is derived from sediment which has passed through
the trace producer's digestive system and is therefore
distinctly different from the surrounding host rock.
Palaeophycus burrow filling is obtained from sediment
which falls back into the burrow after the organism moves
on.

The burrow filling is therefore identical with the

surrounding sediment (Osgood, 1970).
Hall (18^7) was the first to describe Palaeophycus.
His original description included those cylindrical to
sub-cylindrical structures that were simple or branched
and were nearly smooth without transverse ridges.

The

burrow filling was similar to that of the host rock.
Since Hall first described Palaeophycus, a wide variety
of ichnospecies have been named.

Most were designated on

the basis of burrow density, size, strength of the burrows
and even the size of the burrow network (Osgood 1970).
Many of these ichnospecies are probably synonymous.
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Hall thought that Palaeophycus was a fucoid and it
was not until J. F. James (1885) re-examined the ichnogenus
that it was identified as a "burrow.

James compared

Palaeophycus to modern annelid burrows.

Since then,

other researchers have suggested such diverse groups as
gastropods, pelecypods, and predaceous polychaetes as
possible producers of Palaeophycus.

At any rate the burrows

are produced by selective (predaceous or scavenger) rather
than continuous deposit feeding organisms (Osgood, 1970).
It is also possible that Palaeophycus may have been
produced by an arthropod.

Howard and Elder (1970) described

radiographs made on the burrows of various species of
amphipods.

Some of the burrows were U-shaped or shallow

arcuate and were repeatedly produced by organisms.
Palaeophycus has much the same morphology as these
arthropod burrows.

The producer(s) apparently moved up

and down in shallow arcuate burrows in search of food.
The striations on some forms could be explained as being
produced by the impression of the appendages of an arthropod.
The most common arthropods in the Brassfield fauna are, of
course, trilobites.

However, trilobites would be expected

to leave a more characteristic bilobed trace and therefore
one might speculate that another type of arthropod, perhaps
a crustacean, was the producer.

Palaeophycus probably

represents a combination of traces from different
organisms.
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Ichnospecies Palaeophycus striatum Hall, I852
PI. 6 , fig. 1.
1852.

Palaeophycus striatum Hall, pp. 6,22; pi. 3 , fig.

2a-b; pi. 2 2 , fig. 10.
1970-

Palaeophycus striatum Hall, Osgood, p. 37^; pi. 76,

fig. 7.
Type locality:

Ichnospecies first described by Hall (I852)

from the Clinton (Middle Silurian) of Oneida County, New
York.
Diagnosis;

Palaeophycus burrow preserved as a convex

hyporelief and characterized by faint longitudinal lines.
Burrow course is straight to slightly sinuous and is
unbranched.
Discussion and Interpretation:

The major distinguishing

characteristic of Palaeophycus striatum is the longitudinal
striae.

Whether or not this is enough evidence to create

another ichnospecies on is questionable.

Traces are

highly modified by the type of sediment in which it is
produced.

Therefore, the presence or absence of striations

may be a function of sediment type as well as the type of
organism producing the trace.

A close look at the

Palaeophycus striatum burrows shows that only one part
of the burrow has striations.

Certainly, a different
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ichr.oapcc :<*s :.um«- sr.cul d r.o*. be applied to the unstriated
section. although th:;: coaid happen if it were the only par
preserved.
The striations of Palaeophycus striatum may indicate
that arthropods are the producers of these Palaeophycus-typ
trac<-s.

Ar. arthropods appendages could produce striations

as it nov«-d through sediment in search of food.

Certainly

the mode offeed in#-; of crustaceans

is compatible with

the

predators and often

trace. They are scavengers or

burrow in search of food (Howard and Elder, 1970).
Figured spec imer.:
W. 7.-10, W. X. 7.#2596a
Specimen was collected at outcrop area #3 near West
7nion, Adams County, Ohio.
Ichnospecies ? Palaeophycus Type 1
?1.

6. fig. 2,3: pi. ?, fig. 1.

Diagnosis: 3urrows are preserved as convex hyporeliefs
and they follow a straight to slightly curved course.
Burrows are unbranched but may exhibit a pseudobranching
effect as a result of interpenetration.

Burrows generally

resemble Palaeophycus striatum without the striae.
Discussion and interpretationt

Burrows of this type show
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few distinctive morphological characteristics.

Size of

the burrows generally range from 3 nim. "to 6 mm. in width
and from 1 cm. to 6 cm. in length.

In some cases the

burrow frequently interpenetrate (PI. 6 , fig. 3) producing
a pseudo-branching effect.
occurs.

Normally, however, no branching

Burrow-filling material is of variable composition

depending on the host sediment.

It ranges from fine

grained calcarenite to coarse grained bioclastic material.
Occasionally a large bulb-shaped area (PI. 6 , fig. 2)
can be seen occurring along the burrow path.

This area

is probably the result of feeding of the trace producer.
The organism was apparently a selective feeder that would
feed only in areas that contained enough food before moving
on.
Figured specimens;
T-3, W. M. U. #2551
W. U.-10, W. M. U.#2546b
W. U.-4, W. M. U.#2549
Specimens collected from outcrop area #3 near West
Union, Adams County, Ohio.
Ichnospecies ? Palaeophycus Type 2

PI. 6 , fig. 4,5; pi. 7, fig. 1.
Diagnosis;

Burrows are preserved as convex hyporeliefs.
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They are much larger than other Palaeophycus burrows
reaching widths of 1.2 cm. and lengths of 8 cm.

Other

than burrow size, these traces resemble the smaller
varieties in most respects.
Discussion and interpretation;

Burrows of this type are

distinguished from Type 1 by their size alone.

No branching

or interpenetration occurs, and the burrow course is
straight to slightly curved.

Burrow filling type is

dependent on surrounding sediment, from fine calcarenite
to coarse bioclastics.

One major difference is that

burrow density is extremely low compared to the relatively
high density found in Palaeophycus Type 1.
One burrow can be seen as a shallow arcuate feature
which instead of just disappearing into the host rock
as other Palaeophycus does, cuts back down slightly
repenetrating the interface producing another shallow
arcuate burrow (Fig. 17).
organism may have fed.

This shows how the Palaeophycus

It moved along in shallow arcuate

burrows searching for food.

If this is the case then a

single individual could be responsible for what would
appear to be several burrows.
Figured specimen;
0. B. C.-3, W. M. U.#25^7
T-3, W. M. U.# 2551
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Specimens were collected at outcrop area #4 near
Ohio Brush Creek, Adams County, Ohio and outcrop area #2
near Manchester, Adams County, Ohio.
New Ichnogenus Sipuncuichnus
New Ichnospecies Sipuncuichnus vertacalis
PI. 7, fig. 2.
Holotype:

W. U.-12, W. M. U.#2552

Type locality:

Outcrop area #3 near West Union, Adams

County, Ohio.
Names

Sipuncuichnus is from the genus Sipunculid, the

presumed originator of the trace.

S. vertacalis is derived

from the vertical nature of the burrow.
Diagnosis s

Burrow is subcylindrical, straight and vertical

with a diameter of 1 cm.

Burrow length is 2.5 cm., the

total thickness of the rock slab.
wall is present.

A distinct burrow

The individual laminae of the surrounding

sediment can be seen to be deflected downward adjacent to
the burrow wall.
Discussion and interpretations
and vertical.

The burrow is isolated

However, the most distinctive characteristic

of Sipuncuichnus verticalis is the downward deflection
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layers in the area adjacent, to tr.«* r .rrow

wall.

The total deflection appears to be about

n r ..

although recrystallizatior. somewhat obscures the lay«*r::;g.
Burrow filling is much the same as the surrounding material
although somewhat finer grained.

The filling sediment

probably surrounding sediment that has undergone alteration
through the digestive tract of the producing organism.
Schafer (1972) has shown, that the recent sipunculid
worm Sipur.culus is able to move vertically through sediment,
reforming it in much the same way Sipuncuichnus verticalIs
is deformed (Fig. 13).

He also showed that Sipunculus

feeds on sediment which it passes through its digestive
tract.

It appears that the Sipuncuichnus vertacalis

organism must have fed in a similar way.
Ichnogenus Imbrichnus Hallam, 1970
1970.

Imbrichnus Hallam, pp. 197-198, pi. 2b+c, text fig. 2.

Diagnosis:

Sediment filled burrows preserved in semi and

full relief that are parallel or sub parallel to bedding.
The burrow course is often winding with the burrows often
cutting back on one another.

Individual sediment pads

are piled one on top of another produce an imbricate
structure.
Discussion and interpretation:

Imbrichnus was first
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described by Hallam, 1970.

His examples occurred pre

dominantly on the undersurface of some sandstone beds
and pursued a rather sinuous course that would often cut
back on one another.
ascent and descent.

In places the burrows showed slight
The most important feature of the

burrow is the presence of imbricate pads.

The pads appear

to be individual sections of sediment piled one on top
of another, hence the name Imbrichnus after imbricate.
Hallam (1970) theorized that the imbricate structure
was due to the push and pulling movement of the muscular
foot of a pelecypod.

Supposedly after each extension of

the muscular foot the pelecypods body would be pulled
forward producing the pads.
New Ichnospecies Imbrichnus repichensis
PI. 7, fig. 3,9
Holotype:

0. 3. C.-2, W. M. U.#2553

Type locality;

Outcrop area #9 near Ohio Brush Creek in

Adams County, Ohio.
Name;

The species name, refers to the supposed ethologic

character of the trace, repichnia.
Diagnosis;

Sediment filled burrow that occurs in convex

epirelief and runs parallel to the bedding plane.

The
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burrow course is fairly straight.

The trace consists of

numerous pads of sediment, piled one on top of another,
giving an imbricate structure.
Discussion and interpretation:

Only one specimen, a piece

of float of Brassfield lithology, was found with this
trace.

The trace appears to be a convex epirelief because

of its relationship with other traces i.e. Chondrites.
The burrow reaches a maximum diameter of 1.5 cm. and is
some 13 cm. long.

Throughout the length of the trace

the diameter fluxuates between 1.0 cm. at one end and a
maximum of 1.5 cm. at the other.

This characteristic may

be more apparent than real, since the trace may be covered
by sediment in certain areas.

This is the result of the

organism burrowing at a slightly lower level at one end
of the trace.

The imbricate structures is well defined

in places, but becomes lost in some portions of the
burrow.

Hallam (1970) described the same phenomenon in

Imbrichnus wattonensis.

This was related to areas where

the organism veered out of the original plane of the trace.
One example of this trace appears as a weathering
out of the trace filling leaving behind an empty furrow
(PI. 7. fig* 3)*

This would seem to indicate a well

lithified and coherent burrow filling.
As already indicated by Hallan (1970), the imbricate
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structures imply that sediment had not sifted in after
the burrow was vacated.

The pads of sediment must have

been placed there by an organism that systematically
pushed and pulled sediment as it moved along.

The

pelecypod origin has already been discussed in the section
on the ichnogenus.

Gastropods should not be discounted

as possible originators for they too have a push-pull
mode of locomotion that is similar to the pelecypods.
In either case the organism would have had to have
been a predator or scavenger, actively in search of food.
Otherwise, there would have been no need for the
production of a long trail.
Borings
Ichnogenus Vermiforichnus, Cameron, 1969
PI. 8, fig. 1-51969.

Vermiforichnus Cameron, pp. 689-703, pi. la-o,

text fig. 1-4,71970.

Vermiforichnus Cameron, Rodriquez and Gutschick,

pp. 407-438, pi. If, pi. 2, fig. 2a+b, pi. 3, Fig- d.
Diagnosis;

The borings are predominately straight, vertical

and moderately deep, from 3-5 mm.

Many of the borings are

associated with shallow and in some cases long trails that
appear to lead directly into the borehold.

Boring density,
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5-7 per square inch, is extremely high to the extent that
individual borings occasionally superimpose on one another.
Discussion and interpretation:

A distinction between

borings and burrows should be made.

A burrow has been

herein considered to be those traces produced in soft
sediment for purposes of feeding and/or habitat.

Borings

are those traces produced in a hard substratum for the same
purposes (Hantzschel, 1962).
One specimen of borings is preserved in a stromtoporid
coral and are therefore true borings in the sense that the
host was obviously hard at the time of initial trace
production.

The boring habit is inferred by the morphological

similarity of these boreholes with those of the first
specimen.

Secondly the borings are associated with an

auloporid coral which must be attached to a hard substrate.
If the traces are contemporaneous with the coral, which
they appear to be, they would have been bored into a
hard substrate.
Four types of annelid boreholes have been described
from Paleozoic rocks by Cameron (1969).

They are as

follows; Myzostomites, Caulostrepis, Conchotrema, and
Vermiforichnus.

Vermiforichnus Cameron, 1969. is the

ichnogenus that seems to best fit these specimens.

They

have previously been found in sediments ranging from
Ordovician-Permian and have been previously noted in the
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Low«-r Cilurirm Brassfield Forma* ;or, vCameron, 19' 9 ).

Thr Branafiold opocimeno wrr<- fo..r.d lr. solidary r;.KO.

''o r:i1;i and :r. stromotopor ;dn .
Th«* 3r:issfield borings r.nu ui.uo previously beer. at *r .t .* «-d
'o ;j•or. i:i s ipho Clarke. ivc- w.Mch are supposed cai car«-c
* :W;; secreted by worms jow.r.r-, concurrently with corals
and brycoa.

However no caicareg.s tubes were found

associated witr. the 3rassfieid specimens.

The borings

have therefore been assigned to Vermiforichnus because
they were apparently formed by a true boring habit.
The borings in 3rassfieid samples differ somewhat in
sice.

The borings associated with the auloporid range from

2-3 mm. in diameter to a maximum depth of 1.0 cm., although
*♦-: mm. is more common.

The borings associated with the

stromotoporid are smaller.

They average 1-2 mm. in diameter

and reach a maximum depth of 6 mm. while the average depth
is 3-** ^m.

All the borings normally occur vertical to

bedding planes and in the stromotoporid they occur normal
to the base even when the stromotoporid base is curved.
They are circular in cross section and conical in
longitudinal view.

Boring density is high, 2-4 borings

per square centimeter.

Density is so high in places that

one boring will enlarge itself at the expense of another.
Cameron's (1969) decision to place borings of this
type into Vermiforichnus comes from his discovery of a
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sp;c--i-1 ;k«? worm ;r. :i boring (Vermiforichnus clarkes) of
i*r. age lCameron, 19&7).

No otner Vermiforichnus

iorir.g baa ever leer, described which contained a worm
tody foaaii.

However, due to the morphological similarity

tctweer. Veraiforichnus clarkes and other Paleozoic borings,
these forma
It

have

been assigned to that ichnogenus.

r.ot entirely clear as to whether the boring

organ;am needed a host such as a stromotoporid to
parasitize or simply use the hydrozoan as a hard substratum
for a domicile.

Evidence would seem to point to the later

suggestion because some of the borings are also into
hard rock.

Borings assignable to this genus have not

previously been recognized from hard substrate.

This

would suggest, at best, a commensal relationship between
this borer and various Coelenterates which served as a
habitat from which the worm fed.
An interesting morphological feature found in the
stromotoporid borings are thin shallow-grooved tails
leading into the boreholes.

Similar tails are not well

displayed in the other species of borings from previously
described literature.

The possible origin of these tails

could be the result of a boring worm which was prospecting
for an easy access point in which to make its borehole.
The tail represents the trail produced by the organism as
it constantly bores along the stromatoporid surface until
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it reaches an easy place in which to bore.

Tails are

not distinctly present in the hard sediment surface since
it is fairly uniform and relatively soft so that boring
was easy to initiate.
Figured specimen:
T-^, W. M. U.#2554, W. U.-13, W. M. U.#2555
Figured specimens were collected from outcrop area
#1 near Tolesboro, Lewis County, Kentucky, and outcrop
area #3 near West Union, Adams County, Ohio.
Inorganic Traces
Dystactophycus Miller and Dyer, 1878

PI. 9, fig. 1.
1878.

Dystactophycus Miller and Dyer, pp. 2-3, pi. 3,

fig.
1962.

Dystactophycus Miller and Dyer, Hantzschel, p. W240.

1970.

Dystactophycus Miller and Dyer, Osgood, pp. 390-392,

pi. 70, fig. 2 ,3 , pi* 80, fig. 3 ,^ pi* 81, fig. 6 .
Diagnosis:

Partially preserved circular feature found as

a convex hyporelief.

The surface is marked by numerous

concentric rings surrounding the central portion of the
trace.
Discussion and interpretation;

Dystactophycus has been
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subjected to several interpretations through the years.
Miller and Dyer (I878) first described Dystactophycus
and interpreted it as a fucoid.

James (1885) compared

Dystactophycus with Lichenalia concentrica a cryptostome
bryozoa, stating that the base of Lichenalia concentrica
is marked by concentric rings which are exactly like
those of Dystactophycus.

James thought of Dystactophycus

simply the impression of the base of a coral (Osgood,
1970)-

Hantzschel (1962) described the trace similarly.

However, Osgood (1970) studied the type specimen of
Lichenalia concentrica and found a significant difference
between it and Dystactophycus.

He reinterpreted

Dystactophycus as being produced by the rotational sweep
of a crinoid stem.
Only a single Brassfield specimen was found.

It

has a radius of 1.0 cm. and is marked by s e ^ r a l
concentric rings surrounding the center.

The disk is

only partially preserved, 150° of the full circle, the
rest was probably destroyed by flowage of the soft
sediment or the crinoid stem itself.

It appears that

the cast of the crinoid stem that produced the trace
is still preserved in place.
Figured specimen;
W. U.-10, W. M. U.#2546c
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Figured specimen collected from outcrop area #3
is near West Union, Adams County, Ohio.
Load Casts
PI. 9, fig. 2,3.
One ether type of inorganic trace-like feature found
in the Brassfield
are

Formation areloadcasts.

Load

caused by the deformationof softsediment

partial sinking of a heavy plastic layer.

casts
by the

The result

is a large roll or other type of irregularity at the
base of the overlying sediment layer.
the burrows of some infaunal organisms.

The cast resembles
It is large,

usually much larger than most traces found in the Silurian.
It is also confined to only, one layer unlike some burrows
which can be seen to extend up into the host rock.

Load

casts should therefore be easily distinguishable from
traces.
Figured specimens;
W. U.-15, W.

M. U.#2550.

W. U.-16, W.

M. U.#2533*

Figured specimens collected from outcrop area #3
near West Union, Adams County, Ohio.
Drag Marks
PI. 9, fig.
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Drag marks are long, thin, linear parallel lines
preserved in convex hyporelief.

Features of this type

have been considered to have a number of origins from
fucoid to worm trails.

However, due to their straight

and narrow nature it is believed that they represent
marks produced in soft sediment by a current which drags
material along producing parallel grooves.
Figured specimen:

w. u.-n, w. y..

u .#2558.

Figured specimen collected from outcrop area #3
near West Union, Adams County, Ohio.
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Plate Two

Figure

1-3.

Page

Diplocraterion biclavatum Miller, 1875*

45-48

1. Domichnia, concave epirelief. Pair of
Diplocraterion 'biclavatum burrows showing both
rounded and arrow shaped pouches.
W.U.-17*
W.M.U.# 2545a.
2. Enlarged view of figure one showing only one
of the U-tubes.
3 . Domichnia, concave epirelief.
Diplocraterion
biclavatum burrow with rounded pouches.
W.U.-3»
W.M.U.# 2532.
4-6.

Chondrites Sternberg, 1833.

53-55

4. Fodinichnia, concave epirelief.
Chondrites
Type A associated with Diplocraterion biclavatum
burrows.
W.U.-17* W.M.U.# 2545b.
5 . Master shaft openings to Chondrites burrows
that dip obliquely to lower levels.
W.U.-17i
W.M.U.# 2545c.
6 . Chondrite-like surface trace.
W.M.U.# 25'+5d.

W.U.-17i
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Plate Three

Figure

1-5.

Page

Chondrites Sternberg, 1833.
1. Chondrites Type A that are filled by
glauconite. T-2, W.M.U.# 253^*
2. Enlarged view of figure 1.
3. Chondrites Type B.
Chondrites Type C.

M-l, W.M.U.# 2535.
W.U.-3. W.M.U.# 2537.

5. Chondrites which shows pseudopenetration.
M-2, W.M.U.# 2536.
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F1:1 1•- Four
Page
:hr.u:: r.« r<‘r.:>:a New ichr.ospecies.

55-57

1. rodinichr.ia, full relief. Presumed feeding
Furrows of a n e r d s type worm. W.U.-6,
w.x.U.#253H.
t. Enlarged view of figure 1.
Radichnus unionensis New ichnospecies.
Fodinichnia, convex epirelief. W.U.-7.
W.X.U.#2539.

57-58

Rusophycus cryptolithi Osgood, 19?0*
Cutichnia, convex hyporeliefs. 0.B.C.-1,
W .>'.U .#2 5^0ai- b.

61-62

Rusophycus clavatam Hall, 1852.
Cubichnia, convex hyporelief. Burrow is very
close to a Cruziana in nature. W.U.-8,
W.M.'J .#2541.

62-63
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Plate Five

Figure

1-3.

Page

Cruziana d'Orbigny, 18^2.

6^-65

1. Repichnia, convex hyporelief. Presumed
trilobite locomotion trace.
M-3a, W.M.U.# 25^3*
2. W.U.-9, W.M.U.# 2542.
3 . Cruziana similar to Rusophycus clavatum in
origin. M-3b, W.M.U.# 2543.
^-5.

Planolites Nicholson, 18?3.

65-68

Combination fodinichnia and repichnia,
convex epirelief. Planolites Type A filled by
glauconitic fecal material.
M-5a, W.M.U.# 25^b.
5. Combination fodinichnia and repichnia, convex
hyporelief. Planolites Type B filled by
glauconitic fecal material.
M-5b, W.M.U.#
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rag«?alai»ophycu3 striatum Kali. !“•* .
Repichnia, convex fcypor«*l ief. Ichr,er.p«-.~ *r:;
characterized by longitudinal stria* ion;:.
W.V.-10, W.M.U.# 2 ‘
>f-a.
Falaeophycus

Kail,

1-“** .

2. Repichnia, convex hyporelief. Palaeophy
Type one which 3hows a larF.e Jeed.r.F. area.
W.V.-10,

W.M.U.#

2l"*< ) .

3. Repichnia, convex hyporelief.
Type one. M-l, W.M.T.# 21**^,

Palaeophycus

•*. Repichnia, convex hyporelief.
Pal aeophycus
Type two.
0.3.C.-3, W.X.V.# 21'*".

I.

Enlarged section of figure ~ . Note that the
burrow slightly repenetrates the sediment which
shows the shallow arcuate movement of the
Palaeophycus animal.
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Plate Seven
Page

Figure

1.

Palaeophycus Hall, 1847.
68-76
Repichnia, convex hyporelief. Palaeophycus
Types one and two associated with one another.
T-3, W.M.U.# 2551.

2.

Sipuncuichnus vertical is New ichnospecies.
7.6-77
Repichnia, full relief.
Burrow shows the downward
deflection of layers. W.U.-12, W.M.U.# 2552.

3-4.

Imbrichnus repichensis New ichnospecies.
_ 78-80
Repichnia, convex epirelief. Trail of possible
pelecypod or gastropod origin.
0.B.C.-2
W.M.U.# 2553*
3 . View of the entire trail.
4. Closeup of figure 3 showing the imbricate
pads.
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Plate Eight

Figure

1-5.

Page

Vermiforichnus Cameron, 19&9*
1. Borings in hardrock.

80-84

W.U.-13» W.M.U.# 2555.

2. Enlarged section of figure 1.
3. Coral associated with figure 1.
4. Borings in a stromatoporid coral.
W.M.U.# 2354.
5 . Enlarged section of figure 4.
tails can he seen.

T-4,

Well developed
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Plate Nine
Page
;v:ttactophycus Miller and Dyer, 18?8.
^
Convex hyporelief, inorganic. Represents the
marks made by the sweeping of a crinoid. Note
the cast of the crinoid stem appears to be
}■reserved.
W . U . - 1 0 , W . M . U . # 2 5 ^ 6 c.

Load Casts.

3

w. I'.- 15. tf.M.U.# 255^.

•.

W . J . - 1 6 , W . M . U . # 2533.

Crag Marks.

W.U.-ll, W.M.'J.# 2358.
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